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Abstract. In the study of shapes of human organs using computational
anatomy, variations are found to arise from inter-subject anatomical dif-
ferences, disease-specific effects, and measurement noise. This paper intro-
duces a stochastic model for incorporating random variations into the Large
Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM) framework. By ac-
counting for randomness in a particular setup which is crafted to fit the
geometrical properties of LDDMM, we formulate the template estimation
problem for landmarks with noise and give two methods for efficiently esti-
mating the parameters of the noise fields from a prescribed data set. One
method directly approximates the time evolution of the variance of each
landmark by a finite set of differential equations, and the other is based on
an Expectation-Maximisation algorithm. In the second method, the evalu-
ation of the data likelihood is achieved without registering the landmarks,
by applying bridge sampling using a stochastically perturbed version of the
large deformation gradient flow algorithm. The method and the estimation
algorithms are experimentally validated on synthetic examples and shape
data of human corpora callosa.
1. Introduction
Computational anatomy (CA) concerns the modelling and computational
analysis of shapes of human organs. In CA, observed shapes or images of
shapes exhibit variations due to multiple factors, such as inter-subject anatom-
ical differences, disease-specific effects, and measurement noise. These varia-
tions in anatomy occur naturally over all populations and they must be han-
dled in cross-sectional studies. In addition, neurodegenerative diseases such
as Alzheimer’s disease can cause temporal shape changes as the disease pro-
gresses. Finally, image acquisition and processing algorithms for extracting
shape information can cause measurement variation in the estimated shapes.
While variation can be incorporated into shape models via different ap-
proaches, e.g. via random initial conditions as in the random orbit model
[MBC+97] or in a mixed-effects setting [AAT07], most models specify ran-
dom variation relative to a base object, usually a template, and they involve
some form of linearization. Here we will model these variations by inserting
stochasticity directly into the nonlinear dynamics of shape transformations
using Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM) [You10].
In this paper, we use the approach of [AHS16], based on the stochastic fluid
models of [Hol15], to introduce a model for incorporating stochastic variation
into the shape deformation paths. This approach is particularly designed to be
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Figure 1. Sample from bridge process (green lines) condi-
tioned on two corpus callosum shapes (blue). The landmarks
are influenced by noise with spatial correlation structure deter-
mined by the noise fields σl. The bridge is constructed by in-
tegrating the perturbed gradient flow described in Section 4.3.
The shaded background indicates the shape variations in the
transition distribution of the stochastic model.
compatible with four geometric properties of LDDMM. Namely, (1) the noise
is right-invariant in the same way as the LDDMM metric is right-invariant.
(2) Evolution equations arise as extremal paths for a stochastic variational
principle. (3) The Euler-Poincare´ (EPDiff) equations in the deterministic case
have stochastic versions. (4) Remarkably, the momentum maps arising via
reduction by symmetry, and used to reduce dimensionality from the infinite-
dimensional diffeomorphism group to finite-dimensional shape spaces, such as
landmarks in deterministic LDDMM, still persist in this stochastic geometric
setting.
Plan. After a short description of large deformation models in Section 2
and the LDDMM framework, we discuss the model of [AHS16] in the CA
context and use it to develop the stochastic equations for the landmark tra-
jectories in Section 3. We then formulate two approaches for estimating the
noise fields and initial shape configuration and momentum from prescribed
data in Section 4. The first approach is a deterministic approximation of the
Fokker-Planck equation that allows matching of moments of the transition
distribution. The second is an Energy-Maximization (EM) algorithm that re-
quires sampling of diffusion bridges. From the bridge simulation scheme, we
obtain (see Fig. 1) a stochastic version of the large deformation gradient flow
algorithm, see e.g. [You10]. In particular, we can estimate data likelihood by
sampling bridges without registering or matching the landmarks. Finally, we
validate the approach in experiments on synthetic and real data in Section 5
before providing outlook and concluding remarks in Section 6.
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2. Background
This section briefly reviews large deformation shape modelling and LDDMM,
referring to the monograph [You10] for full details. A shape, defined as either
a subset s ⊂ Rd, d = 2, 3, or an image I : Rd → R can be modified by
warping the domain Rd under the action of a diffeomorphism ϕ : Rd → Rd.
The diffeomorphism ϕ naturally acts on the left on a shape s by ϕ.s = ϕ(s).
For images, a left-action is obtained by letting ϕ.I = I ◦ϕ−1. Changes in shape
are then represented by an element ϕ ∈ GV ⊂ Diff(Rd) in the diffeomorphism
group. The subset GV is obtained as endpoints of flows
∂tϕt(x) = vt ◦ ϕt(x), t ∈ [0, T ] (2.1)
where vt ∈ V is a time-dependent vector field contained in a space V ⊂
X(Rd). V is typically a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) with inner
product 〈·, ·〉V defined in terms of a reproducing kernel KV : Rd × Rd →
Rd×d and with corresponding momentum operator LV : V → L2. Under
reasonable assumptions, the RKHS structure defines a Riemannian metric on
GV by right-invariance, i.e. by defining 〈vϕ, wϕ〉ϕ = 〈vϕ ◦ ϕ−1, wϕ ◦ ϕ−1〉V for
tangent vectors vϕ, wϕ ∈ TϕGV . The corresponding Riemannian metric is
dGV (ϕ, ψ)
2 = min
vt,ϕ0=ϕ,ϕ1=ψ
∫ T
0
‖vt‖2ϕtdt (2.2)
where ϕt evolves according to (2.1). Elements of GV act on shapes, and
dGV descends to shape spaces by dS(s1, s2) = minϕ.s1=s2 dGV (Id, ϕ) and sim-
ilarly for images. Shapes can be matched by finding a minimising ϕ in this
equation. In inexact matching of shapes, the distance is weighted against a
dissimilarity measure. For images, the inexact matching problem becomes
ϕmin = argminE(I1, I2, ϕ), where E(I1, I2, ϕ) = dGV (Id, ϕ)
2 + λS(ϕ.I1, I2).
Here λ > 0 controls the dissimilarity penalty, and S is the dissimilarity mea-
sure, e.g. the L2 difference S(I1, I2) =
∫
Rd |I1(x) − I2(x)|2dx. Optimal paths
in the LDDMM framework satisfy the EPDiff equation ∂tm = − ad∗um, where
m = LV u and ad
∗ is the coadjoint action on the dual of the Lie algebra of
vector fields on the plane, see [HM05] for more details.
For a set of N landmarks q ∈ RdN at positions q1, . . . , qN ∈ Rd with momen-
tum p = (p1, · · · , pN) ∈ RdN , the singular momentum map of [HM05] is given
by m(x, t) =
∑
i pi(t)δ
(
x − qi(t)
)
. The corresponding deformation velocity
can be written as u(x, t) = KV ∗ m =
∑
i piKV (x − qi). The ODE for the
positions and momentum are the canonical Hamiltonian equations q˙i =
∂h
∂pi
and p˙i = − ∂h∂qi , with Hamiltonian h(p, q) = 12
∑N
i,j=1 pi · pjKV (qi − qj). The
1D versions of these equations go back to the dynamics of singular solutions
of the Camassa-Holm equation [CH93].
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3. Stochastic landmark dynamics
Stochastic differential equations (SDEs) have previously been considered in
context of LDDMM by [TV12, Via13, CCV13]. More recently [MS16] intro-
duced a stochastic landmark model with dissipation in the momentum equa-
tion which corresponds to a Langevin equation. This allowed then to use the
technology of statistical mechanics and Gibbs measure to study this stochas-
tic system. We will use here the stochastic model of [AHS16], based on the
fluid models of [Hol15]. In short, the noise is introduced in the reconstruction
relation (2.1) in the following sense
dϕt ◦ ϕ−1t (x) = vt(x)dt+
J∑
l=1
σl(x) ◦ dW lt , (3.1)
where we have introduced J arbitrary fields σl(x) : Rd → V . Here, the symbol
d denotes stochastic evolution and ( ◦ ), when adjacent to the process dW lt ,
means stochastic integrals are interpreted in the Stratonovich sense. Given
a realisation of the noise, we impose the stochastic dynamics (3.1) and seek
the ϕt that minimises the cost functional in (2.2). A short computation gives
the stochastic EPDiff equation dm + ad∗vmdt +
∑
i ad
∗
σi
m ◦ dW it = 0. As in
the deterministic case, the landmarks can be introduced, and their stochastic
ODE dynamics are given by
dqi =
∂h
∂pi
dt+
J∑
l=1
σl(qi) ◦ dW lt
dpi = − ∂h
∂qi
dt−
J∑
l=1
∂
∂qi
(pi · σl(qi)) ◦ dW lt .
(3.2)
This is a Hamiltonian stochastic process in the sense of Bismut [Bis82], where
the stochastic extensions of the Hamiltonian, or stochastic potentials, are the
momentum maps Φl(q,p) =
∑
i pi · σl(qi) whose Hamilton equations gen-
erate the cotangent lift of the stochastic infinitesimal transformations of the
landmark paths.
More details about the derivation of these equations can be found in [AHS16].
The noise can be seen as almost additive in the position equation, and it couples
to the momentum with the gradient of the noise field σl(qi) in the momentum
equation. This last term ensures that the solution corresponds to a stochastic
path in the diffeomorphism group. By comparison with previous works such
as [TV12, Via13, MS16], this model has its noise amplitudes σl fixed to the
domain, and not to each landmark. The noise is thus relative to a Eulerian
frame and is right-invariant similar to the metric.
3.1. The Fokker-Planck equation. For each time t, we will denote the
transition probability density by P(q,p, t), a function P : R2dN → R which
integrates to 1 and represents the probability of finding the stochastic process
at a given position in the phase space. For a given initial distribution P0,
it is possible to compute the partial differential equation which governs the
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evolution of P in time. Using the canonical Hamiltonian bracket {F,G}can =∑
i
∂F
∂qi
∂G
∂pi
−∑i ∂F∂pi ∂G∂qi , we directly compute the Fokker-Planck equation in a
compact form as
d
dt
P = {P, h}can + 1
2
J∑
l=1
{Φl, {Φl,P}can}can . (3.3)
The right-hand side of this equation has two parts, the first is an advection
with first order derivatives of P, arising from the deterministic Hamiltonian
dynamics of the landmarks. The second part is a diffusion term with second
order derivatives of P which arises only from the noise. This is the term which
will describe the error in each landmark path subject to noise.
3.2. Equivalent formulation with ‘Lagrangian noise’. The covariance
between the stochastic displacements dqi, dqj conditioned on the position of
two landmarks qi, qj may be computed as
Cov(dqi|qi, dqj|qj) =
∑
l
σl(qi|qi)σl(qj|qj)Var(dW lt ) ,
where Var(dW lt ) is the variance of the l-th Brownian motion dW
l
t . Thus, for
a finite time discretization of the process in Itoˆ form and an increment ∆ =
[t1, t2], Cov(∆qi|qi,∆qj|qj) =
∑
l σl(qi|qi)σl(qj|qj)(t2 − t1). The stochastic
differential dq can therefore formally be viewed as a Gaussian process on Rd.
The dN × dN matrix σ2(q) = ∑l [σl(qi)σl(qj)]ij is symmetric. If σ2(q) is
positive definite, we let K(q) be a square root, i.e. σ2(q) = K(q)K(q)T .
The following stochastic landmark dynamics is then equivalent to the original
dynamics (3.2)
dqi =
∂h
∂pi
dt+
∑
j,α
K(q)ij,α ◦ dW jt
dpi = − ∂h
∂qi
dt−
∑
j,α
∂
∂qi
(
pi ·K(q)ij,α
) ◦ dW j,αt , (3.4)
where j runs on the landmarks and α the spatial dimensions. Note that in
(3.4), Wt ∈ RdN as compared to RJ previously. With this approach, instead of
starting with the spatial noise fields σ1, . . . , σJ , we can specify the stochastic
system directly in terms of the matrix K(q). One natural choice is to set
[K(q)]ij = Iddk(qi − qj) for some scalar kernel k and where Idd is the d × d
identity matrix. The possible reduction in dimensionality of the noise from J
to dN has computational benefits that we will exploit in the following.
4. Estimation of Noise and Initial Conditions
We now aim for estimating a set of parameters for the model from N sets
of observed landmarks q1, . . . ,qN at time T . The parameters can be both
parameters for the noise fields as described below and the initial landmark
configuration q0 and momentum p0. The initial configuration q0 can be con-
sidered an estimated template of the dataset. The template will be optimal in
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the sense of reproducing the moments of the distribution or in being fitted by
maximum likelihood.
We use spatial noise fields σ1, . . . , σJ of the form
σαl (qi) = λ
α
l k(‖qi − δl‖) , (4.1)
where λl ∈ Rd is the spacial direction of the noise σl, δl its centre, and the kernel
k is either Gaussian k(x) = e−x
2/(2r2l ) or cubic B-spline k(x) = S3(x/rl) with
scale rl. The Gaussian kernels simplify calculations of the moment equations.
The B-spline representation has the advantage of providing a partition of unity
when used in a grid. The model is not limited to this set of noise functions.
4.1. Matching of Moments. Our first method relies on the Fokker-Planck
equation of the landmarks and aims at minimising the cost functional
C(〈p〉 (0), λl) = 1
γ1
‖〈q〉T − 〈q〉 (1)‖2 +
1
γ2
‖∆2 〈qq〉T −∆2 〈qq〉 (1)‖2 , (4.2)
where 〈p〉 (0) is the initial mean momentum, 〈q〉 (1) the final mean position,
〈q〉T the target sample mean position estimated from the observed landmarks,
∆2 〈qq〉T the centred sample covariance of the observations, ∆2 〈qq〉 (1) the
centered final covariance, and γ1, γ2 two parameters. The covariances are in
components ∆2 〈qαi qβj 〉 and are 2× 2 matrices if i = j. For the norm, we used
a normalised norm for each landmark such that they contribute equally in the
sum. More explicitly, we have 〈qαi 〉 (t) :=
∫
qαi P(q,p, t)dqdp, and ∆2 〈qαi qβj 〉 :=
〈qαi 〉 〈qβi 〉 − 〈qαi qβj 〉. This cost functional corresponds to the error in matching
the mean and covariance of the final probability density P(q,p, T ).
It is not possible to solve the Fokker-Planck equation completely; so we
will derive a set of ODEs that approximates the evolution of the mean and
covariance by applying the standard cluster expansion method of quantum
mechanics to the Fokker-Planck equation. We refer to [AHS16] for the explicit
forms of these equations. The expected values of the higher-order products
are approximated by only the ∆2 〈qαi qβj 〉 and 〈qαi 〉 variables, upon neglecting
higher-order correlations such as ∆3 〈qαi qβj qβk 〉. In order to capture the effect of
the noise in the momentum equation, the other correlations such as ∆2 〈pαi qβj 〉
and ∆2 〈pαi pβj 〉 must be taken into account. Their equations of motion are
directly computed by taking the derivative in the definition of the correlation.
For simplicity, we have used Gaussian kernels for both the Hamiltonian and
noise fields so that derivatives have simple forms, and we have approximated
〈σl(q)〉 ≈ σl(〈q〉). Higher-order corrections of this approximation are possible,
but they would not result in significantly better results in practice.
To avoid local minima in the minimization of (4.2), we use a global optimi-
sation method based on genetic algorithms, the differential evolution method
[SP97]. This method turns out to be rather successful for the examples pre-
sented below.
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4.2. Maximum Likelihood. We now derive a method for parameter esti-
mation using maximum likelihood (ML). Upon assuming the landmark ob-
servations are independent, the likelihood for the set of unknown parameters
θ satisfies Lk(q1, . . . ,qN ; θ) =
∏N
i=1 P(qi, T ; θ) where P(q, T ; θ) is the transi-
tion density at q marginalized over p and with parameters θ. We will denote
by P (q,p; θ) the law of the corresponding process. An ML estimate of θ is
then θˆ ∈ argmaxθ L(q1, . . . ,qN ; θ). The classic EM algorithm [DLR77] finds
parameter estimates θl converging to a θˆ by iterating the following two steps:
: (E) Compute expected log-likelihood using parameter estimate θl−1:
Q(θ|θl−1) =
N∑
i=1
EP(q,p;θl−1)(logP(q,p; θ|qi)) . (4.3)
: (M) Update the parameter estimate θl = argmaxθQ(θ|θl−1).
We describe below a method for obtaining a Monte Carlo approximation of
the conditional expectation given qi in (4.3).
4.3. Stochastically Perturbed Gradient Flow. The landmark trajectory
qi(t) for t ∈ (0, T ) and momentum pi(t) for t ∈ (0, T ] can be considered the
missing data for estimating the parameters θ. The conditional expectation in
(4.3) amounts to marginalizing out the stochasticity when finding the expected
log-likelihood of the full data. We approximate this marginalization by sam-
pling diffusion bridges, i.e. producing sample paths conditioned on hitting qi
at time T. In [DH06, Mar11], a guidance scheme is constructed that modifies a
general diffusion process for a generic variable x conditioned on hitting a point
v at time T by adding a term of the form x−v
T−t dt to the SDE. This scheme
allows sample based approximation of Ex(f(x)|v) for functions f of the orig-
inal stochastic process x by the formula Ex(f(x)|v) = CvEy(f(y)φv(y)) for
the modified process y with a v-dependent constant Cv and a path-dependent
correction factor φv(y). We need to modify this scheme for application to
landmarks, primarily because the diffusion field Σ(q,p) in (3.2) may not be
invertible as required in the scheme of [DH06, Mar11]. A scheme based on the
pseudo-inverse Σ† can be derived, but it is computationally infeasible for high-
dimensional problems. Instead, we construct the following landmark guidance
scheme for the modified variables qˆ, pˆ(
dqˆ
dpˆ
)
= b˜(qˆ, pˆ)dt− Σ
2(qˆ, pˆ)(ϕT−t(qˆ, pˆ)− v)
T − t dt+ Σ(qˆ, pˆ)dW . (4.4)
Here, b˜ is a bounded approximation of the drift term in (3.2) with the Itoˆ
correction; ϕT−t(qˆ, pˆ) is an approximation of the landmark position at time
T , given their position at time t; and Σ2 := ΣΣT . The boundedness condition
together with appropriate conditions on Σ is necessary to show that limt→T qˆ =
v but it is not needed in practice. As in [DH06], we can compute the correction
factor φv for the modified process (4.4). Because of the multiplication on Σ
2,
the correction factor does not depend on the inverse or pseudo-inverse of Σ
and the scheme is thus computationally much more efficient.
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Interestingly, the forcing term of (4.4) is a time-rescaled gradient flow. This
can already be seen in the original scheme of [DH06] by noticing that (y −
v) = ∇y 12‖y − v‖2 has the form of a gradient flow. In the present case, with
appropriate conditions on the noise fields Σ(q,p), we can define an admissible
norm ‖v‖2Σ := 〈v,Σ2v〉. The forcing term in (4.4) is then a derivative of a
gradient flow for the norm ‖ϕT−t(qˆ, pˆ)− v‖2Σ in the q variable. The gradient
is taken with respect to the predicted endpoint ϕT−t(qˆ, pˆ) and it couples to
the p variable through Σ2. The flow is time rescaled with t → 1
2
(T − t)2,
dt → (t − T ) dt, Σ → √T − tΣ and dW → √T − t dW . This rescaling slows
done the time when the original time t is close to T . This makes sure that
the system has enough time to converge and reach the target v. Deterministic
gradient flows are used in greedy matching algorithms using the LDDMM right-
invariant metric as described in e.g. [You10]. With the present stochastic flow,
sampling (4.4) allows efficient evaluation of the Q-function in EM and a similar
evaluation of the data likelihood. In both cases, no matching or registration
of the data is needed.
5. Numerical examples
In this section, we will illustrate the estimation algorithms on simple syn-
thetic test cases, and on a data set of corpora callosa shapes.
5.1. Synthetic Test Case. This synthetic test case addresses matching be-
tween two ellipses discretized by 5 landmarks. We used a low number of
landmarks here in order to have readable pictures. (The algorithms scale well
and are not limited by the number of landmarks.) For the noise fields σl,
we use a grid of 4 by 4 Gaussian noise fields in the region [−0.4, 0.4]2 with a
fixed scale rl = 0.085 corresponding to the distance between the grid points.
For testing purposes, we let the bottom 8 of the noise fields have larger am-
plitude λl in the x direction, and the top 8 fields have larger amplitudes in
the y direction. With these parameters, we produced 5000 sample landmark
configurations from the model to estimate the sample mean and covariance of
the landmarks at the final simulation time T = 1. On the left panel of Fig-
ure 2, we display the result of the moment algorithm. In black are shown the
density and variance in black ellipses as well as the original fields σl with the
correct parameters. The estimated parameters λl of the noise fields σl after
running the differential evolution algorithm are shown in blue. The algorithm
performs the estimation given only the final sample mean and covariance of
the sampled landmarks. The result is in good agreement for the final vari-
ances and shows small differences for the estimation of the parameters of the
fields σl. The differences arise from three sources: the approximation used in
the moment evolution; errors in the estimation of sample mean and variance;
and the error in the solution of the minimisation algorithm. The minimisation
algorithm may not have found the global minimum, but it did converge, as
shown on the right panel of Figure 2 where we display the value of the cost for
each iteration of the genetic algorithm. Standard derivative-based algorithms
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Figure 2. (left) Estimation of the noise amplitude (blue ar-
rows) using only the final variance of the landmark (black el-
lipses). The landmarks trajectories (dashed green) have initial
positions on the bottom left and the final mean position is in-
dicated with green dots. The amplitudes λl of the noise fields
are represented by arrows (black: original data, blue: estimated
data). We used the parameters α = 0.4, rl = 0.085, ∆t = 0.001.
(right) The convergence of the genetic algorithm which min-
imises the cost functional. For the last 2000 points we used a
gradient descent algorithm to improve the result.
would typically be caught in non-optimal local minima and thereby give worse
results.
5.2. Stochastic Gradient Flows. We consider matching two ellipses using
the stochastically perturbed gradient flow discussed in section 4.3. In Figure 3
(left), the initial set of landmarks q0 is displayed along the stochastic path that
is pulled by the gradient term to target set v. The guidance is computed from
the predicted endpoint ϕT−t(q(t),p(t)). The prediction and the guidance term
is showed at t = T/4. The guidance attraction in (4.4) becomes increasingly
strong with time as t→ T . This enforces q(t)→ v.
Compared to the scheme of [DH06], the use of the function ϕT−t to pre-
dict the endpoint from (q(t),p(t)) removes much of the coupling between the
momentum p and the guidance term. Without ϕT−t, the scheme would guide
based solely on the difference v − q(t). However, this would result in the
scheme overshooting the target and producing samples of very low probability.
The Σ2 term on the guidance makes the scheme computationally feasible since
the inverse of Σ2 is not needed in the computation of the correction factor.
5.3. Corpus Callosum Variation and Template Estimation. From a
dataset of 65 corpus callosum shapes represented by 77 2D landmarks qi,k,
i = 1, . . . , 77, k = 1, . . . , 65 evenly distributed along the shape outline, here we
aim at estimating the template q0 and noise correlation represented in this case
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Figure 3. (left) Stochastic gradient flow with guidance terms.
At each time step t with landmarks q(t) (green line+crosses), a
prediction ϕT−t(q(t),p(t)) of the endpoint configuration is com-
puted (green line+dots). From the prediction, the difference
v − q(t) to the target v (red arrows) is multiplied on Σ2 and
back transported to q(t) giving the correction term (green ar-
rows). (right) The set of 65 corpora callosa shapes. Landmarks
are evenly distributed along the outline of each shape.
Figure 4. (left) Estimated template q0 from the corpus cal-
losum shapes with variance magnitude given by arrow length at
each landmark. Sample noise covariances of each landmark of
the original dataset plotted over each landmark (ellipsis). The
background is shaded with a smoothed histogram of the ob-
served landmark positions. (right) Convergence of all variance
parameters (λ0l , λ
1
l ) is shown as a function of EM iterations.
by a correlation matrix K. The parameters of the model are θ = (q0, (λ
0
l , λ
1
l )).
For the MLE, we use the ‘Lagrangian’ scheme with components of the spatial
correlation matrix k(qi,qj) = diag(λ
0
j , λ
1
j)S3(‖qi − qj‖2/r). The range r is
r = meanijk‖qi,k − qj,k‖2. We initialize q0 with the Euclidean mean and run
the EM algorithm for estimation of θ until convergence. The evolution of
the variances (λ0l , λ
1
l ) is plotted in the right panel of Figure 4. On the left
panel of Figure 4 shows the estimated template q0. The variance magnitude
(λ0l , λ
1
l ) is plotted with arrows on each landmark and can be compared with
the landmark-wise empirical variance from the dataset. The variance specified
by (λ0l , λ
1
l ) is axis-aligned, and results in differences when the eigenvalues of
the empirical variance are not axis-aligned.
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Figure 5. Corpus callosum estimation with moment matching
and setup as in Figure 2. We divided by 4 the number of land-
marks and placed the σ at the same position. We then ran the
genetic algorithm to find the best set of λl parameters which
reproduced the variance for only the reduced set of landmarks.
From this set of σ, we used all the landmarks to compare the
final estimated variance in blue with the observed variance in
black. The σ fields are represented by red arrows. We used the
following parameters: α = 0.1, rl = 0.1, ∆t = 0.01.
This experiment is repeated in Figure 5 with moment matching algorithm
but with several differences of the model. First, the noise fields are the original
spatially fixed Gaussian σl represented by red arrows. We also allow λl to be
non-axis aligned and we placed them at the position of every 4 landmarks. We
then applied the genetic algorithms using only the landmarks at the same po-
sition as the noise fields, fixing the initial momenta to 0 and the initial position
to the mean positions of the landmarks. In addition to its rapid convergence,
as shown in the right panel of Figure 5, the global minimisation algorithm also
gave a reliable estimate of the final variance for all the landmarks, even when
fewer landmarks and noise fields were used.
6. Conclusion and Open Problems
We have presented and implemented a model for large deformation stochas-
tic variations in computational anatomy. The extremal paths are governed
by stochastic EPDiff equations which arise from a right-invariant stochastic
variational principle, and admit reduction from the diffeomorphism group to
lower dimensional shape spaces (landmarks).
We have shown that accurate estimation of the noise fields of the model
can be achieved either by approximating the Fokker-Planck equations with a
finite set of moments, or by Monte Carlo sampling and EM-estimation. We
have derived and implemented the methods in both cases. The second ap-
proach introduces the concept of stochastically perturbed gradient flows for
data likelihood evaluation.
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It can be hypothesised that shape evolution of human organs under the
influence of diseases do not follow smooth geodesics as in conventional models
used in computational anatomy, but rather it exhibits stochastic variations in
shape as the disease progresses. The approaches presented enable modelling of
such variations. We expect to test this hypothesis on additional shape spaces
and with multiple time point longitudinal shape datasets in future work.
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